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Robert Kershaw on duty in Northern Ireland and Kuwait
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Corey Ross talks to military author Robert Kershaw

from the battlefield

H

is 34-year army career has taken
him all over the world, from
Iraq and Bosnia to South
Africa.
Now Robert Kershaw is using
his experiences to make his mark in the
world of military history.
Kershaw, 62, only retired from the army in
2006, but he already has seven books under
his belt, has contributed to magazines,
national newspapers and TV documentaries,
as well as conducting battlefield tours in
Europe and America and giving lectures
on cruise ships.
It seems as though he’s got it all worked
out, but his journey into writing was an
unplanned one.
“The whole process was purely
accidental,” he said.
“I speak and read German and when
I was working as an instructor at the
German Infantry, Airborne and Mountain
Schools they wanted someone to interview
some guys for a staff battlefield tour of
Arnhem. I got engulfed by diaries and
wartime accounts but I got to meet all the
Arnhem veterans so I was quite happy to do
it and get to talk to those legends. It was a
chance to give the German view.”
The work enthralled him and eventually
led to his first book, It Never Snows in
September.
A second work, this time looking at the
events of D-Day and coinciding with the
40th anniversary of the landings, followed a
few years later.
Kershaw’s mother was German and
members of his family on her side were
involved in the military – his grandfather
was awarded the Iron Cross in both world
wars – but the army was something he
decided on after finishing university.
“I was after something that was pretty
energetic and challenging and I went for the
Parachute Regiment because there were
more chances of going into action with
them than anybody else. I was initially only
going to stay for a few years but it was quite
interesting so I stayed on.”
He went on a number of tours in
Northern Ireland and took part in the first
Gulf War as well as serving in Bosnia.
He was a platoon commander in Northern
Ireland and in the Gulf War he was the link
man between the American corps and the
British, which took him right behind the
invasion force, and he was awarded the US
Bronze Star.
In Bosnia he was doing psychological
operations, countering Serb propaganda in
Sarajevo.

“It was immediately after the conflict and
I was part of the NATO force that went in
to clean up the mess. It was a very raw time
for them, Sarajevo looked like a mini
Stalingrad, people had taken quite a
hammering and there was a lot of tension
between the Bosnians and the Serbs.”
Kershaw also served in the Middle East
and South Africa and took part in training
exercises in the US and Norway, where he
learnt about Arctic warfare. His final army
position was as the executive officer of
NATO’s Intelligence Division in Brussels
and he retired as a colonel.
“With about five years to go in the army
I started to think about what I would do
afterwards and it made sense towards the
end to take up writing,” he says. “It’s great –
I’m my own boss, I can do what I want
when I want and it’s very interesting.”
He decided to settle his family – wife Lynn
and sons Christian, Alexander and Michael
– in Salisbury as he knew the area from
being based at HQ Land Command in
Wilton for a few years from 1998.

“I don’t like to get too close to the present.
I wouldn’t write about the Gulf War or
Northern Ireland because I know too many
people involved and you can’t distance
yourself from it, but active service definitely
helps with the writing. You know what hurts
and you know what’s uncomfortable.
“When you read an account of the battle
of Waterloo or about the Second World
War it’s easier to relate to similar
experiences and you can understand what’s
credible and what isn’t so I think it gives me
a distinct advantage over an academic who
maybe hasn’t experienced those things.”
In between books he keeps himself busy.
Another big part of his work is battlefield
tours, which he finds help with his writing.
“I’ve got to do other things in between, it’s
quite a transition from the army and I’m
not an academic so I like to get out and
about. With the battlefield touring you pick
up really good ideas and it’s good to walk
these places you want to write about. You
really need to see the people, try to talk to
them and feel the ambience of the place.

Soldiers are a bit like farmers, they understand the
ground, and having looked at a battlefield myself, I can
see what’s credible and what’s not. It’s a lot more
interesting than sitting in my study writing
Kershaw likes to choose his own topics to
write about so it keeps him motivated and
interested in what he’s writing.
“Big publishers are completely dominated
by sales people. When you look at the
shelves in the military history section
mostly it’s the same old stuff. They will only
go on a certainty, but it’s such a long
process and unless you are inspired by it
you won’t keep going.”
His books cover a wide range of military
history from different times and countries.
Red Sabbath is about the battle of Little
Bighorn between the US Army and Plains
Indians in 1876 and War Without Garlands
tackles Germany’s invasion of Russia during
the Second World War from a German
perspective, including accounts previously
unpublished in English.
Tank Men includes descriptions from
British, German, French, Italian, Russian
and American tank crews from 1916 to the
end of the Second World War, about what it
was like to be in a tank and a typical day of
tank combat.
But Kershaw wouldn’t directly use his own
experiences to write a book.

“You have to walk the ground otherwise
you can’t be more than a commentator.
“Soldiers are a bit like farmers, they
understand the ground, and having looked
at a battlefield myself, I can see what’s
credible and what’s not. It’s a lot more
interesting than sitting in my study writing.”
Kershaw has also written and edited a
magazine called Battlefields Against All Odds,
which is available exclusively in WHSmith
and which he hopes to turn into a series.
He is now turning his attention back to
books and is currently working on a new
one about a particular street during the
battle of Arnhem and has started a book on
Waterloo after writing and editing a pilot
for a TV documentary series on the subject,
which sparked his interest.
But he says he plans to take his time with
the next couple of books.
“I don’t like working to tight deadlines,
otherwise I have to shut myself in my study all
the time, and I don’t do it just for the money.
“You’re painting this picture, which is
very satisfying if you feel you have got
it right and even more so if people read
and enjoy it.”
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